
 7 класс Для учителя  

Variant 1 

1. Reading Comprehension 

Цель задания- контроль умения читать с полным пониманием 

содержания текста.  Вид задания- multiplechoice(множественный 

выбор), тип задания-закончить предложения, используя информацию 

текста. За каждый правильный ответ- 1 балл 

1) Прочитайте  текст   и   выполните  задания   1-6,   обведя   букву 

A,   В,   С или D, соответствующую варианту ответа, который вы 

считаете наиболее правильным. 

Do you believe in fairies? 

Ron Black has just published a book on fairies and their secret lives. In his 

book he is trying to prove that fairies exist and live everywhere around us. There 

are different types of fairies. Some of them are good and they always help 

people. Other fairies are very hard to please. When they get angry, they can even 

steal a human child or make you very ill. 

Fairies live not just under flowers and leaves in gardens, but also in our 

homes. There was a custom in some countries to leave something to eat and 

drink in the corners where people thought the fairies were the most active. 

Today, as Ron Black writes, people forget to feed fairies properly. That's why 

there are so many wars and conflicts in the world. 

But does Ron Black really believe in fairies? Has he ever seen one? When 

we asked such a question, he only smiled. Then he took out a plan of his house 

and showed where they live in his place: brownies in the bathroom, goblins in the 

kitchen and pixies in the bedroom upstairs. So who knows? Let's try. The next 

time I've got a headache, I will remember to leave some milk in the corner of the 

bathroom. 

A1 Ron Black wrote his book to 

A       describe one typical fairy. 

Вon fairies and their secret lives. 



С       characterise good fairies. 

D       detail the bad luck brought by some fairies. 

A2 The old custom shows that 

A       to leave something to eat and drink in the corners.  

В       people in the past weren't very 

serious. 

С       wars happen when fairies are hungry. 

 D       people once believed in fairies. 

A3 In Ron's home 

A       there are three types of fairies.  

Вbrownies in the bathroom, goblins in the kitchen and pixies in the 

bedroom upstairs 

Сone type of fairy lives downstairs. 

D       the fairies want a lot of food. 

A4 The author's final comment shows that he will remember 

A       she has always believed in fairies.  

Вto leave some milk in the corner of the bathroom. 

Сher headache is really strong. 

D       she thinks Ron Black may be right. 

2)Read the following text and mark the sentences as T( true), F ( false) 

or DS (doesn`t say).Цель задания- проверка умения находить 

запрашиваемую информацию в тексте. 

            Вид задания- true/false/notstated(верно-неверно-нет в тексте), тип 

задания-установление соответствия между утверждениями и 

содержанием текста. За каждый правильный ответ- 1 балл 

Прочитайте текст о проблеме «граффити» в современных городах. 

Определите, какие из приведенных утверждений А5—А8 

соответствуют содержанию текста:(1 — True), какие не 

соответствуют (2 — False) и о чем в тексте не сказано, то есть на 



основании текста нельзя дать ни положительного, ни отрицательного 

ответа (3 — Notstated). 

Graffiti is a serious problem in modern cities. Most people think that it is a 

crime because young people leave their 'mark' on public and private buildings. 

Because of graffiti many of our city centre’s lookdirty and dangerous. People are afraid 

to use the subway. To stop the social 'disease', many towns have organised graffiti walls 

— special places where graffiti artists can practice their art legally 

Graffiti walls bring teenagers together and help them to be creative. They show 

street artists how to use their art and express themselves in a good way. But the 

greatest advantage is that they help stay graffiti on buildings. Graffiti artists can 

display their talents legal. As a result, cities with graffiti walls have less 

vandalism. On other hand, there are people who think that graffiti walls do 

nothing' to solve the problem. They argue that graffiti walls can make problem 

worse, because they make the crime seem OK. 

So there are both advantages and disadvantages to organisegraffiti walls. 

Most people think that advantages are much great. They are an excellent way to 

help with the problem of the graffiti in many of our cities. 

A5. Graffiti is a crime with serious punishment.. 

1)Т ruе 2) False 3) Not stated 

A6. Graffiti makes cities centre’s  look dirty and dangerous. 

1)True 2) False 3) Not stated 

A7. Graffiti walls can help teenagers to become friendly, 

1) True 2) False g) Not stated 

A8. All people think that graffiti walls do nothing' to solve the problem  

1)Тruе 2) False 3) Not stated 

Раздел 2 «Use of English» 

Цель задания- контроль сформированности грамматических навыков 

(способы словообразования). Вид задания-wordformation(способы 

словообразования).За каждый правильный ответ- 1 балл. 

1)Прочитайте приведенные ниже предложения B1 -B5. Употребите 



слова, напечатанные заглавными буквами, изменив их на 

прилагательные, оканчивающиеся на -у. 

B1    The meal was very ___________ .                                                                     

TASTE 

B2    The furniture in the room was very _____________ .                                  

DUST 

B3    It is very important to have ___________ life style since childhood.            

HEALH 

B4    It was a __________ night - it was raining cats and dogs.                                    

STORM 

B5    My father was __________ with me when I got home late.                             

ANGER 

2)Прочитайте приведенные ниже предложения B6 – B12. 

Употребите слова, напечатанные заглавными буквами, изменив их на 

прилагательные. 

B6_______________ food and a lot of exercises will help you to keep fit.    HEALTH 

B7    Be __________ with the knife!                                                                               

CARE 

B8     It is _________ to stay out during a thunderstorm. DANGER 

B9     This part of the country is famous for its____________beauty.                            

NATURE 

B10  What ___________ instruments did you play at school?     

MUSIC 

B11  Whata_______________song! BEAUTY 

B12   Nick is a very __________ person.     FRIEND 

 

 

 

 

 



Дляучителя Variant 2 

1.ReadingComprehension 

Цель задания- контроль умения читать с полным пониманием 

содержания текста.  Вид задания- multiplechoice(множественный 

выбор), тип задания-закончить предложения, используя информацию 

текста. За каждый правильный ответ- 1 балл. 

1)Прочитайте  текст  и   выполните  задания   1—4,   обведя   букву А,   В,   

С или  D, соответствующую варианту ответа, который вы считаете 

наиболее правильным. 

The Earl of Sandwich lived long ago in England. He was a fanatic about playing 

cards. He didn't even want to stop playing long enough to eat a meal and refused to 

put his cards away. So his servant invented a quick meal for him. He put some 

meat between two slices of bread, so that the Earl could hold his meal in one hand 

and play cards with the other. 

               Sandwiches were great favourites in Victorian England. It was a tradition 

to take an afternoon tea at about 5 o'clock, and many rich families ate sandwiches 

at that time. Cucumber sandwiches were very popular. The servants always cut the 

crusts off the bread, so the sandwiches were very small and delicate. Sandwiches 

are less elegant now and often much bigger. The American comic strip character 

Dagwood Bumstead is famous for his "Dagwood" sandwiches which have up to 

ten slices of bread packed with different fillings all one on top of the other. The 

English eat millions of sandwiches every day. They are a typical 'snack' meal 

because they are easy and quick to prepare. You can buy sandwiches if you don't 

want to make them yourself. There are thousands of sandwich bars and cafes and 

even some restaurants that sell them. 

A1 His servant invented a 

A.       quick and convenient 

 В.       very delicious  

С .      very good for health 

 D.       junk food 



A2 One of the great traditions in Victorian England 

A .      make cucumber sandwiches  

В.        cut the crusts off the bread 

С.       to take an afternoon tea at about 5 o'clock 

D.       eat lots of sandwiches 

A3 Today people 

A.       is very elegant 

В.       is  very big 

С.       eat millions of sandwiches every day.  

D.       much bigger than they used to be 

A4 People like to have sandwiches for their meal 

A .      Because sandwiches are a typical 'snack' meal. 

В .       Because people can do sandwiches themselves. 

С .       Because sandwiches are easy and quick to prepare. 

D .      Because people can buy sandwiches almost everywhere.     

2 )Read the following text and mark the sentences as T( true), F ( false) or DS 

(doesn`t say). 

Цель задания- проверка умения находить запрашиваемую информацию в 

тексте. 

Вид задания- true/false/notstated(верно-неверно-нет в тексте), тип задания-

установление соответствия между утверждениями и содержанием 

текста. За каждый правильный ответ- 1 балл 

Прочитайте текст. Определите, какие из приведенных утверждений 

А5—А8 соответствуют содержанию текста:(1 — True), какие не 

соответствуют (2 — False) и о чем в тексте не сказано, то есть на 

основании текста нельзя дать ни положительного, ни отрицательного 

ответа (3 — Notstated). 

Hobby is what people like doing in their free time. Most people choose a hobby 

according to their likes and dislikes. There are a lot of different hobbies. For some 

teenagers there is nothing more important than dancing. It's really good fun and 



enjoyable. Some teenagers come home and do nothing because they are tired. 

They like to sit in front of the TV set and watch films. They are a bit of coach 

potatoes. But a lot of teens go in for sports. It is very good for your health. Sport 

makes you healthy and fit. If you are not a sporty person, it is a good idea to take 

up walking. It is just really relaxing to get back to nature, breathe in some fresh 

air, see some beautiful scenery. You come back really refreshed. 

The young generation is fond of computers. Some teenagers spend hours playing 

computer games. They are really addictive. But the Internet is a really good way to 

spend your free time. You can send e-mails to friends from different countries and 

even talk to them. There are plenty of other activities such as travelling, reading, 

skateboarding or shopping. Teenagers also like going to the cinema and watching 

action films and comedies. But the most popular hobby is, of course, listening to music. 

So teenagers have different hobbies. Hobby makes our life more interesting and 

helps us make lots of friends. 

A5. For some teenagers dancing is the most important thing. 

1) True 2) False 3) Not stated 

A6. Some teenagers like to sit in front of the TV set and watch films because 

they have nothing to do. 

1) True 2) False 3) Not stated 

A7. Playing computer games is very bad for teenagers' health. 

1) True 2) False 3) Not stated 

A8. But the most popular hobby is, of course, listening to birds. 

1) True 2) False 3) Notstated 

Раздел 2 «UseofEnglish» 

Цель задания- контроль сформированности грамматических навыков 

(способы словообразования). Вид задания-wordformation(способы 

словообразования).За каждый правильный ответ- 1 балл. 

1)Прочитайте приведенные ниже предложения B1 -B5. Употребите 

слова, напечатанные заглавными буквами, изменив их на 

прилагательные, оканчивающиеся на -ous. 



B1 She is very____________ for her songs. FAME 

B2 It’s ____________ to drive a car at such a high speed. DANGER 

B3 She has got excellent education and she is very _______________ . AMBITION 

B4 Air pollution may have _____________ consequences. DISASTER 

B5 He is always _______ of everyone’s success. ENVY 

2)Прочитайте приведенные ниже предложения B6 – B12. 

Употребите слова, напечатанные заглавными буквами, изменив их на 

прилагательные. 

B6_______________ food and a lot of exercises will help you to keep fit.    HEALTH 

B7  Be ___________ with the knife!                                                                            

CARE 

B8  It is __________ to stay out during a thunderstorm. DANGER 

B9  This part of the country is famous for its ______________ beauty.       

NATURE 

B10  What ____________ instruments did you play at school?     

MUSIC 

B11  Whata_______________song! BEAUTY 

B12  Nick is a very________________person.                                                          

FRIEND 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Для учащихся  

 

Variant 1 

1. Reading Comprehension 

1) Прочитайте  текст   и   выполните  задания   1-6,   обведя   букву 

A,   В,   С или D, соответствующую варианту ответа, который вы 

считаете наиболее правильным. 

Do you believe in fairies? 

Ron Black has just published a book on fairies and their secret lives. In his 

book he is trying to prove that fairies exist and live everywhere around us. There 

are different types of fairies. Some of them are good and they always help 

people. Other fairies are very hard to please. When they get angry, they can even 

steal a human child or make you very ill. 

Fairies live not just under flowers and leaves in gardens, but also in our 

homes. There was a custom in some countries to leave something to eat and 

drink in the corners where people thought the fairies were the most active. 

Today, as Ron Black writes, people forget to feed fairies properly. That's why 

there are so many wars and conflicts in the world. 

But does Ron Black really believe in fairies? Has he ever seen one? When 

we asked such a question, he only smiled. Then he took out a plan of his house 

and showed where they live in his place: brownies in the bathroom, goblins in the 

kitchen and pixies in the bedroom upstairs. So who knows? Let's try. The next 

time I've got a headache, I will remember to leave some milk in the corner of the 

bathroom. 

A1 Ron Black wrote his book to 

A       describe one typical fairy. 

Вon fairies and their secret lives. 

С       characterise good fairies. 



D       detail the bad luck brought by some fairies. 

A2 The old custom shows that 

A       to leave something to eat and drink in the corners.  

В       people in the past weren't very 

serious. 

С       wars happen when fairies are hungry. 

 D       people once believed in fairies. 

A3 In Ron's home 

A       there are three types of fairies.  

Вbrownies in the bathroom, goblins in the kitchen and pixies in the 

bedroom upstairs 

Сone type of fairy lives downstairs. 

D       the fairies want a lot of food. 

A4 The author's final comment shows that he will remember 

A       she has always believed in fairies.  

Вto leave some milk in the corner of the bathroom. 

Сher headache is really strong. 

D       she thinks Ron Black may be right. 

2)Read the following text and mark the sentences as T( true), F ( false) or DS 

(doesn`t say). Прочитайте текст о проблеме «граффити» в современных 

городах. Определите, какие из приведенных утверждений А5—А8 

соответствуют содержанию текста:(1 — True), какие не соответствуют 

(2 — False) и о чем в тексте не сказано, то есть на основании текста нельзя 

дать ни положительного, ни отрицательного ответа (3 — Notstated). 

Graffiti is a serious problem in modern cities. Most people think that it is a 

crime because young people leave their 'mark' on public and private buildings. 

Because of graffiti many of our city centre’s lookdirty and dangerous. People are afraid 

to use the subway. To stop the social 'disease', many towns have organised graffiti walls 

— special places where graffiti artists can practice their art legally 



Graffiti walls bring teenagers together and help them to be creative. They show 

street artists how to use their art and express themselves in a good way. But the 

greatest advantage is that they help stay graffiti on buildings. Graffiti artists can 

display their talents legal. As a result, cities with graffiti walls have less 

vandalism. On other hand, there are people who think that graffiti walls do 

nothing' to solve the problem. They argue that graffiti walls can make problem 

worse, because they make the crime seem OK. 

So there are both advantages and disadvantages to organisegraffiti walls. 

Most people think that advantages are much great. They are an excellent way to 

help with the problem of the graffiti in many of our cities. 

A5. Graffiti is a crime with serious punishment.. 

1)Т ruе 2) False 3) Not stated 

A6. Graffiti makes cities centre’s  look dirty and dangerous. 

1)True 2) False 3) Not stated 

A7. Graffiti walls can help teenagers to become friendly, 

1) True 2) False g) Not stated 

A8. All people think that graffiti walls do nothing' to solve the problem  

1)Тruе 2) False 3) Not stated 

Раздел 2 «Use of English» 

1)Прочитайте приведенные ниже предложения B1 -B5. Употребите 

слова, напечатанные заглавными буквами, изменив их на 

прилагательные, оканчивающиеся на -у. 

B1    The meal was very ___________ .                                                                     

TASTE 

B2    The furniture in the room was very _____________ .                                  

DUST 

B3    It is very important to have ___________ life style since childhood.            

HEALH 

B4    It was a __________ night - it was raining cats and dogs.                                    

STORM 



B5    My father was __________ with me when I got home late.                             

ANGER 

2)Прочитайте приведенные ниже предложения B6 – B12. 

Употребите слова, напечатанные заглавными буквами, изменив их на 

прилагательные. 

B6_______________ food and a lot of exercises will help you to keep fit.    HEALTH 

B7    Be __________ with the knife!                                                                               

CARE 

B8     It is _________ to stay out during a thunderstorm. DANGER 

B9     This part of the country is famous for its____________beauty.                            

NATURE 

B10  What ___________ instruments did you play at school?     

MUSIC 

B11  Whata_______________song! BEAUTY 

B12   Nick is a very __________ person.     FRIEND 

 

Variant 2 

1.ReadingComprehension 

1)Прочитайте  текст  и   выполните  задания   1—4,   обведя   букву А,   В,   

С или  D, соответствующую варианту ответа, который вы считаете 

наиболее правильным. 

The Earl of Sandwich lived long ago in England. He was a fanatic about playing 

cards. He didn't even want to stop playing long enough to eat a meal and refused to 

put his cards away. So his servant invented a quick meal for him. He put some 

meat between two slices of bread, so that the Earl could hold his meal in one hand 

and play cards with the other. 

               Sandwiches were great favourites in Victorian England. It was a tradition 

to take an afternoon tea at about 5 o'clock, and many rich families ate sandwiches 

at that time. Cucumber sandwiches were very popular. The servants always cut the 

crusts off the bread, so the sandwiches were very small and delicate. Sandwiches 



are less elegant now and often much bigger. The American comic strip character 

Dagwood Bumstead is famous for his "Dagwood" sandwiches which have up to 

ten slices of bread packed with different fillings all one on top of the other. The 

English eat millions of sandwiches every day. They are a typical 'snack' meal 

because they are easy and quick to prepare. You can buy sandwiches if you don't 

want to make them yourself. There are thousands of sandwich bars and cafes and 

even some restaurants that sell them. 

A1 His servant invented a 

A.       quick and convenient 

 В.       very delicious  

С .      very good for health 

 D.       junk food 

A2 One of the great traditions in Victorian England 

A .      make cucumber sandwiches  

В.        cut the crusts off the bread 

С.       to take an afternoon tea at about 5 o'clock 

D.       eat lots of sandwiches 

A3 Today people 

A.       is very elegant 

В.       is  very big 

С.       eat millions of sandwiches every day.  

D.       much bigger than they used to be 

A4 People like to have sandwiches for their meal 

A .      Because sandwiches are a typical 'snack' meal. 

В .       Because people can do sandwiches themselves. 

С .       Because sandwiches are easy and quick to prepare. 

D .      Because people can buy sandwiches almost everywhere.     

2)Прочитайте текст. Определите, какие из приведенных утверждений 

А5—А8 соответствуют содержанию текста:(1 — True), какие не 

соответствуют (2 — False) и о чем в тексте не сказано, то есть на 



основании текста нельзя дать ни положительного, ни отрицательного 

ответа (3 — Notstated). 

Hobby is what people like doing in their free time. Most people choose a hobby 

according to their likes and dislikes. There are a lot of different hobbies. For some 

teenagers there is nothing more important than dancing. It's really good fun and 

enjoyable. Some teenagers come home and do nothing because they are tired. 

They like to sit in front of the TV set and watch films. They are a bit of coach 

potatoes. But a lot of teens go in for sports. It is very good for your health. Sport 

makes you healthy and fit. If you are not a sporty person, it is a good idea to take 

up walking. It is just really relaxing to get back to nature, breathe in some fresh 

air, see some beautiful scenery. You come back really refreshed. 

The young generation is fond of computers. Some teenagers spend hours playing 

computer games. They are really addictive. But the Internet is a really good way to 

spend your free time. You can send e-mails to friends from different countries and 

even talk to them. There are plenty of other activities such as travelling, reading, 

skateboarding or shopping. Teenagers also like going to the cinema and watching 

action films and comedies. But the most popular hobby is, of course, listening to music. 

So teenagers have different hobbies. Hobby makes our life more interesting and 

helps us make lots of friends. 

A5. For some teenagers dancing is the most important thing. 

1) True 2) False 3) Not stated 

A6. Some teenagers like to sit in front of the TV set and watch films because 

they have nothing to do. 

1) True 2) False 3) Not stated 

A7. Playing computer games is very bad for teenagers' health. 

1) True 2) False 3) Not stated 

A8. But the most popular hobby is, of course, listening to birds. 

1) True 2) False 3) Notstated 

Раздел 2 «UseofEnglish» 

1)Прочитайте приведенные ниже предложения B1 -B5. Употребите 



слова, напечатанные заглавными буквами, изменив их на 

прилагательные, оканчивающиеся на -ous. 

B1 She is very____________ for her songs. FAME 

B2 It’s ____________ to drive a car at such a high speed. DANGER 

B3 She has got excellent education and she is very _______________ . AMBITION 

B4 Air pollution may have _____________ consequences. DISASTER 

B5 He is always _______ of everyone’s success. ENVY 

2)Прочитайте приведенные ниже предложения B6 – B12. 

Употребите слова, напечатанные заглавными буквами, изменив их на 

прилагательные. 

B6_______________ food and a lot of exercises will help you to keep fit.    HEALTH 

B7  Be ___________ with the knife!                                                                            

CARE 

B8  It is __________ to stay out during a thunderstorm. DANGER 

B9  This part of the country is famous for its ______________ beauty.       

NATURE 

B10  What ____________ instruments did you play at school?     

MUSIC 

B11  Whata_______________song! BEAUTY 

B12  Nick is a very________________person.                                                          

FRIEND 

 

 


